A bridge type superhet spectrometer for time resolved investigation of rotational relaxation is described. Allowing the application of both Stark-and pump-modulation techniques the arrangement may be used for single and double resonance experiments, showing a lot of advantages compared with a conventional Stark-or double resonance-spectrometer. These features are discussed in detail.
I. Introduction
Bridge type microwave spectrometers with or without superheterodyne detection have been used by some authors for the measurement of rotational spectra i.e. for investigations in the frequency domain [1] , The suppression of diode flicker noise (1//-noise) achieved with such an arrangement allows the application of small modulation frequencies and thus leads to an increase in resolution without any loss in sensitivity. For several reasons it appears to be useful to apply the same principle of operation to a spectrometer for time resolved measurements:
1. The necessity of broadband amplification in transient experiments severely restricts sensitivity.
As far as l//-noise is dominant i.e. in the case of experiments using small modulation frequencies or repetition rates (below 1 kHz) an improvement in signal-to-noise ratio can be achieved. 3. The MW-bridge allows the application of a certain signal source modulation method which is described in detail in section III. The transient molecular signals caused by a pulsed microwave radiation may be detected in both periods of the experiment i.e. in the on-and off-period of the signal microwave. Using a conventional spectrometer such observations can only be made by means of the Stark-switching method [2] . In the present paper we first report on the features of our experimental setup which may be used for single as well as for multiple resonance transient 0340-4811 1 08 / 0700-0723 $ 01.00/0. -Please order a reprint rather than making your own copy. experiments*. Furthermore we give the results of some two-level experiments carried out with the spectrometer: The T2-relaxation time was measured for the J = 1-2 transition of different isotopic species of OSC in natural abundance and for * It is interesting to note that a similar arrangement was used by Unland and Flygare [3] for one of the first investigations of transient phenomena. Having no basic theory at their disposal and being unable to separate between absorption and dispersion signals with their apparatus the authors could not really take advantage of the superhet detection principle. 
II. Experimental Setup
A schematic block-diagram of the experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 1 The MW-bridge consists of the two X-band waveguide Stark-cells (7), attenuators and phase shifters (8) for adjustment and two 3 dB K-band directional couplers (5) . Thus it differs in construction from the commonly used "magic tee"-configuration which was found out to have a smaller bandwidth of carrier suppression.
Modulation of the molecular signal may be obtained by means of Stark-voltage or, as pump modulation for DR-experiments, using a special type of directional coupler (6) [4] to feed in X-band pump radiation. Furthermore the Stark-septum is constructed as a stripline [5] allowing pump microwaves up to a frequency of 18 GHz to be fed into the cell through the Stark-voltage connectors. The source amplitude modulation technique already mentioned above, using the pin switch (20) in front of the bridge, is described in Section III.
The molecular signal which is the only microwave signal radiation that reaches the MW-mixer (9) after (ideal) carrier suppression by the bridge is frequency converted in two steps, first to IF, mixing with the MW-local oscillator, and then, after amplification, to DC by means of the IF-local oscillator which is provided by the stabilisation circuit. After further amplification the signals are /D-con verted and fed into a digital averager. Its memory contents may be displayed on an oscilloscope or an X Y-recorder and can also be transferred to a PDP 11 computer. DC) the two signals may be detected separately by choosing the relative phase of the IF-local-and the IF-signal-radiation. Thus the sensitivity of the spectrometer may be adjusted to "absorption mode" or "dispersion mode" by means of a phase shifter (11) acting on the MW-local oscillator radiation. For selecting this mode of operation one of the attenuators within the bridge is chosen to be a rotary vane type, thus showing a minimum phase change over the full attenuation range. Thereby it is possible to simulate a pure absorption signal as a standard for adjustment. is normally impossible due to the problem of unwanted "fast passage" signals* [6] . Another modulation technique is based on the generation of MWpulses by means of pin switches. This method allows the investigation of transient emission signals and thus the determination of T2 as it was shown recently [8] employing the superhet detection principle. The detection of transient absorption signals, however, is impossible, for they coincide in time with the strong field of the MW-pulse which has to be prevented from reaching the MW-mixer by an additional pin switch. Otherwise an overload of the following amplifier would result.
Taking advantage of the carrier suppression provided by our bridge type arrangement, rejection of the MW-pulse can be obtained without a pin switch protecting the detector. Thus the transient signals created by the molecules in the sample cell** can be detected in the absorption-as well as in the emission-period of the experiment. Due to the limitation in suppression bandwidth of the bridge, however, the MW-pulse is not eliminated completely. Only the lower harmonics of its Fourier spectrum are suppressed. The remaining time resolved signal consists of two spikes at the beginning and at the end of the original MW-pulse (see Fig. 3 ), their amplitude being far too small to cause an overload of the IF-amplifiier ***. For the detection of weak molecular signals a high amplification of the signal is necessary after conversion to DC. In order to prevent an overload of the amplifier following the IF-mixer, an IF-switch is used to reject the unwanted spike signals as shown in Figure 2 . In Fig. 3 the influence of the switch is shown in a schematic representation. The location of the TTL-gate pulse depends on the experimental situation under consideration (MW-on-period or MW-off-period). Due to the frequency conversion to DC the transient emission signal in Fig. 3 appears as an exponential decay with zero beat frequency.
Measurement of T 2 by Means of the MWPulse Method
Analysing transient emission signals we determined the pressure dependence of the rotational relaxation time r l\ for M-unresolved transitions. Since no significant M-dependence of r I\ has been found so far and since such behaviour is also not expected [9] , the M-degeneracy in our experiment *** In our experiments MW-pulse powers up to 30 mW were used. should not imply a loss in information. On the other hand polarization of all M-components leads to a significant increase in sensitivity compared with the Stark-switching method. Especially the investigation of transitions with high J quantum numbers (see Table 1 ) reported in this work would not have been possible by means of the Stark-switching technique. Furthermore, there is a technical limitation in the generation of short high voltage Stark-pulses, these being necessar}' for the investigation of molecular transitions showing slow Stark-effect. These problems do not arise, if the MW-pulse method is used. In order to measure T2 with our arrangement the polarizing MW-radiation has to be exactly on resonance with the transition under investigation*. [7] . In Fig. 4 the transient emission signals of SO2: JR-K+ = 438,36 -429,33 are shown as an example**.
In order to obtain maximum emission amplitudes the length of the MW-pulse was chosen to give an approximate 7r/2-pulse at small sample pressures (tji/2 ^ 1 fxsec). A MW-power between 10 and 15 mW was used in the experiments. The sample pressure was varied from 1 to 25 mTorr (OCS) or 1 to 18 mTorr (SO2). Slope (ß) and intercept (a) values of the plots of I/T2 against pressure are given in Table 1 . The values are averages over two (in some cases more) measurements and the given errors are twice the standard deviations. Thus they do not reflect systematic errors in our results. Due to shifts in pressure (<0.1 mTorr) and temperature^ < 2 °C), inaccuracies of the used frequency values ( [10] , [11] ) in the kHz-range and pin switch transient behaviour, accuracy and reproducibility of our results are restricted to about ±3% of the values given in Table 1 . The measurement on OCS normal isotopic species was primarily carried out to check the experimental setup. The result is in good agreement with that of previous investigations [12] . No obvious difference in T2 is observed for Oi 3 CS and OC 34 S in natural isotopic abundance although there seems to be a slight deviation in the result for the latter species. Measurements on the pure isotopic substance could give further information about the relaxation mechanism.
The Ti values found for SO2 Iv-band transitions may be compared with those of previous measurements carried out with a MW-pulse spectrometer in the Ku-band [8] . Our results (slopes of the plots of I/T2 against pressure) are consistent with these measurements showing the same dependence on J quantum number: Up to a J of about 20 the slope values show an increase with increasing J, whereas they decrease again for higher J quantum numbers. In Fig. 5 this behaviour is shown considering our results as well as those of [8] .
Observation of Transient Absorption and Dispersion Signals by Means of the MW-pulse Method
The signals of transient absorption and transient dispersion arising when the MW-radiation is switched on can be detected separately as described above. In order to interpret these signals their relation to the polarisation components Pr and Pi which result from the two level Bloch equations has to be discussed. The absorption coefficient y of the molecular gas sample is proportional to PJ as it is shown in [13] . A corresponding equation can be derived for PT and the dispersion coefficient <5 as defined below.
The electric field in the absorption cell *** has to be a solution of the wave equation:
with the complex polarization P+ = (PT + iP{) eXp {i{cot -kz)} and the expression for the field E+:
co is the frequency of the applied MW-radiation. Assuming both absorption and dispersion to be present in the sample the field amplitude must be regarded as complex too:
e(z,t) = eT (z,t) + ie\ (z,t).
After several simplifications of the wave equation two equations for eT and £j are obtained [14] ßer/Ö2 = (2 TT co/c) Pi , öei/öz = -(2 71 co/c) Pr.
Assuming a MW-radiation of amplitude eo being influenced by absorption and dispersion while travelling through the sample cell, we can rewrite the complex expression for e(z,t):
Expansion of the exponential and separation of real and imaginary part gives the following expressions which are valid in the case of optically thin samples:
Comparing these results with the equations above we obtain
y{t)=-(2na>lc)(Pl(t)le0), d(t) = (2jicolc)(Pr(t)le0).
Thus the observed absorption and dispersion signals may be compared with theoretical expressions for PT(t) and Pi{t) derived from the Bloch equations. In order to get the corresponding equation for PT(t) we carried out the analogue derivation giving 
y (t) and ö (t) in arbitrary units.
whereas the power 0.25 mW) as well as the sample pressure 12 mTorr) is held fixed. The frequency dependence of the steady state values reflects the shape of the unsaturated spectral line i.e. the absorption and dispersion line profiles [15] for frequencies below resonance*. Especially the much higher steady state value of d compared to that of y for large frequency deviations Aco becomes obvious.
The analytic solution of the Bloch equations for transient absorption has been derived in [13] using the simplifying assumption: T\ = T2-T. The given result for Pi(t) representing our absorption signal is:
Considering short pulses of radiation (i.e. in the case t T) and making the further assumption After a time tn (i.e. a jr-pulse) the Pi-signal is zero whereas there is maximum amplitude of PT. Thereby a method of producing a pure Pr-polarisation is provided.
IV. Conclusion
Employing a superhet bridge type spectrometer a number of new experimental techniques can be applied to the investigation of transient phenomena. Due to the principle of carrier suppression a pin switch method can be used for modulation of the signal radiation, allowing the molecular signal to be observed in both phases of the modulation period.
In our experiments we took advantage of this method by using it for the determination of . Because of the M-unresolved polarisation an increase in sensitivity is obtained compared with the common Stark-switch experiment . Furthermore we used the pin modulation technique for the observation of transient absorption and dispersion signals.
The sensitivity to signals of transient dispersion,
or PT{t), in addition to that of transient absorption,
or Pi(t), represents the most interesting feature of our spectrometer. Thereby a second unknown of the Bloch equations becomes a measurable quantity.
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